
No unified approach between cloud

stakeholders (technology, finance and business

teams) to understand and manage cloud spend

Operational and financial disconnects caused

by the decentralised nature of cloud spending

Keeping up with the true costs of cloud

resources, creating difficulties to plan future

cloud spend

No show-back or chargeback mechanisms to

drive accountability

Balancing operational and financial control with

the demands of fast-paced, agile environments

Cloud sprawl inefficiencies impacting business

velocity

Numerous cloud provider options and

heterogeneous IT environments create new

challenges to monitor consumption and enforce

policies

Lack understanding of cloud TCO and

exceeding cloud budgets

Provide guidance for improved cloud financial data

visibility based on business needs, segmentation

and data requirements

Evaluate cloud account hierarchy and develop

tagging strategy aligned to business segmentation

Provide governance strategies and guidance for

alignment of resources and platform configuration 

Develop reports and dashboards to understand

cloud usage as input to develop an optimisation

plan

Develop a strategy to optimise cloud resource

usage, consumption and rates that is aligned to

cloud finance principles and the business financial

plan

Establish KPIs and benchmarks with targeted user

groups and implement a process to track results

Evaluate cloud automation methods and tools to

achieve and maintain defined performance levels

Identify workflows and processes, and develop an

action plan for ongoing optimisation activities

Cloud Finance Visibility

 Cloud Finance Optimisation

Our services are intended to accelerate your cloud financial management capabilities, tailored to your business

environment, to better manage cloud services over the long term. Cloud Finance Visibility and Cloud Finance

Optimisation are offered as individual services. 

Contact our team at sales@diaxion.com to learn more. 

Diaxion. Right fit IT strategy and high calibre delivery for high performing business outcomes

Common Challenges

Accelerate your cloud financial management capabilities

Our Solution

Cloud Finance Visibility
and Optimisation 
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